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WHAT YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW ABOUT RENEWABLE ENERGY
(THAT THE PEMBINA INSTITUTE WON’T TELL YOU)
Part A: Pembina’s Evaluation of Solar Energy is Wrong
In August 2020, the Pembina Institute published a report titled Renewable energy—what you need to know.1
The report opens with the claim that “There are significant opportunities to supply the majority of Alberta
households and industries with reliable, cheap, and clean electricity,” and it goes on to say that, “With the
falling costs of solar and wind energy, our electricity sector has entered a new reality where renewable
generation is the most economical source of new electricity generation for the province.” Pembina’s “new
reality” is pure fiction and its false promise of reliable, cheap, and clean electricity has potentially
devastating consequences for Alberta and its citizens.
The authors of Pembina’s report prove the old adage that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Most of
their statements contain a modicum of truth, so many Pembina readers may have become convinced that
the authors fully understand the physical and market operations of Alberta’s electric power system. Based
on their paper, they do not: they provided incomplete analyses that ignore critical details, they cherry-picked
data, 2 they failed to acknowledge the massive and ever-increasing implicit subsidies that Albertans are
providing to wind and solar generators, and they ignored the crucial role played by fossil-fueled (“FF”)
generators—the very generators that many green-energy advocates love to hate—in allowing wind and
solar generators to operate in the first place.
There are so many errors in Pembina’s report that this rebuttal won’t fit into a single document of reasonable
length, so we have split it into several parts. This Part A rebuts Pembina’s evaluation of solar energy: it
explains why the number of Alberta homes that can be reliably served by solar energy alone is zero, it
shows that southern Alberta solar resources are not equivalent to those in Miami or Rio de Janeiro by any
useful measure, and it shows that paying for the energy storage needed to turn solar generation into a reliable
electricity source using today’s technology would put the purchase of electricity beyond the financial reach
of most Alberta families. In future parts we will address the authors’ numerous other errors regarding the
price, market, transmission, and reliability impacts of renewable generation.
The Nature of this Response
Before we discuss Pembina’s flawed analysis of solar power, we should point out that both this and later
parts of our response make extensive use of quantitative analysis. We are well aware that math was not
everyone’s favourite subject in school, but real-world data and sometimes-complex quantitative analyses
are essential elements in the design, construction, and operation of modern energy systems. They are also
critical inputs to public policy discussions, at least if we want those policies to be rational and to serve the
public interest.
Here are two questions that highlight the importance of quantitative analysis. The first is, how many
environmental organizations are you aware of that claim that our future energy systems must make
extensive use of wind generation? The second is, how many of those organizations point out that meeting
North America’s existing energy needs with wind generation would require that we cover every city, town,
lake, river, canyon, forest, and desert in over three quarters of the contiguous United States with wind
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farms? 3 It is not overly difficult to integrate some wind and solar generation into an electric power system;
it is, however, several orders of magnitude more difficult (and expensive) to scale up renewables to replace
fossil fuels in all sectors of the economy and to do so without decimating the social and economic wellbeing of Albertans. 4 Pembina’s report, like many other green-energy advocacy papers, is long on handwaving but short on understanding and correct quantitative analyses, as will become more and more obvious
as you read this and later parts of this document.
As a final introductory point, our rebuttal will be far longer than Pembina’s document. The reason is simple:
a complete and credible explanation of why a statement is false is inevitably longer than the statement itself.
1. Solar energy projects cannot reliably serve any homes at all.
On page 1 of its report, Pembina states that wind farms secured through the Alberta government’s
Renewable Electricity Program will generate enough electricity to power 555 000 homes. On page 3,
Pembina asserts that 100 000 MWh is enough to power 15 700 Alberta homes for an entire year. 5 And most
(if not all) the press releases we’ve seen for wind and solar projects make their own claims about how many
homes can be served. These claims are examples of the half-truths that pervade green-energy advocacy.
The reason they are half-truths is that producing a sufficient amount of energy over the course of a year
solves only half the problem of providing a reliable supply of electricity. To solve the other half, the energy
must be delivered when and where it is needed. To see how (obviously) critical the other half is, imagine
that a meal service company promised to meet your food needs for all of last year. If it delivered way too
much food in the summer, about the right amount of food in the spring and the fall, and way too little food
in the winter, it might well have delivered enough food over the whole year—but in no sense did the
company meet your nutritional needs, especially if it occasionally delivered no food at all for days at a time.
The obvious solution to the timing difference between the need for food and its availability is to store the
summer surplus for winter use. Similarly, to provide a reliable supply of electricity for a year, solar energy
must be stored for use when the sun is not shining. No one wants to live in a home that has no electricity
on cloudy days or after sunset, and no one wants to be forced to cut their electricity consumption
dramatically during Alberta’s cold winter months. So, any claim that solar energy by itself can reliably
serve any Alberta homes at all is simply wrong.
While Pembina acknowledges that storage is required in a “clean energy portfolio,” the authors
conspicuously fail to consider that the energy storage needed by solar generators today is in the form of
fossil fuels and is paid for, not by those generators (as should be the case), but by Alberta ratepayers through
one of several implicit subsidies that renewable generators receive. As we will discuss after rebutting
Pembina’s claim that solar resources in southern Alberta are equivalent to those in Miami and Rio de
Janeiro, properly attributing the cost of storage to solar generators would scuttle any notion that solar is
among the cheapest forms of new generation in Alberta.
2. Southern Alberta’s solar resources are not equivalent to those in Miami or Rio de Janeiro.
The Pembina report states on page 1 that “Alberta has some of the best wind and solar resources in Canada.
In the southern half of the province, solar resources are equivalent to those of Rio de Janeiro and Miami.”
On page 2 there is a self-produced map of solar resources in Canada that shows parts of Alberta falling into
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what Pembina calls the “excellent” category. While southern Alberta’s solar resources may be excellent in
a Canadian context, they are far from excellent when considered in a broader geographic context.
Annual Photovoltaic Potential
Figure 1 is a map of the photovoltaic power potential in North America. 6 Southern Alberta’s potential,
which lies in the 1400 to 1600 kWh/kWp range, is well below the 1900 to 2100 kWh/kWp that is available
in parts of Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and north-central Mexico. 7 In fact, the map and its legend show
that southern Alberta solar is no better than middle-of-the-pack. Pembina’s own map not only misleadingly
claims that southern Alberta solar resources are “excellent,” it extends that claim to include a large swath
of land east of Lake Winnipeg and into northwestern Ontario whose solar potential is as low as 1300
kWh/kWp, even though it excludes much of the land to the north and east of that swath that has that same
potential. Doing so exaggerates the geographic extent of the best solar resources in the country.

Figure 1: Photovoltaic power
potential for North America.
The red line, which was added
by the authors, shows the
approximate extent of
Pembina’s “excellent”
resources in Canada.

Rough equivalence of solar photovoltaic potential does not tell us everything we need to know anyway.
With respect to Miami, many comparisons are possible because solar systems can be configured in many
different ways and can be placed in many different orientations relative to the path of the sun across the
sky. If we assume identical arrays with two-axis tracking, 8 a Miami system produces ~15% more energy
on an annual basis than one in Medicine Hat. 9 If south-facing rooftop solar is assumed, then a Miami
system produces about 25% more energy. 10 As for Rio de Janeiro, where a two-axis array produces about
the same amount of energy per year as a similar array in Medicine Hat, it is simply one of thousands of
middle-of-the-pack locations that southern Alberta could have been compared to. In the global context (see
Figure 2), 11 most places in south-east Asia have poor solar energy potentials—despite being in the tropics—
because they are cloudy much of the time. On the other hand, most of Africa, the Middle East, and Australia
have far better solar resources than southern Alberta. Using the term “excellent” to refer to southern Alberta
solar resources is disingenuous.
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Figure 2: Global solar photovoltaic potential.

Seasonal Variations in Solar Energy
Even if we assume that a Medicine Hat solar energy system produces “close enough” to as much energy as
an identical Miami system, we have addressed only half the supply problem. To see how large the other
half is, let’s assume we want to serve a customer in Miami and a customer in Medicine Hat who each
consume exactly the amount of energy produced by their own solar panels over the course of a year. To
keep things simple we will assume (for now) that each customer’s consumption is the same in all 12 months.
Since a 6 kW rooftop-mounted solar array in Miami produces 9312 kWh in a typical year, while the same
array in Medicine Hat produces 7368 kWh,12 we will assume that the customers use 776 and 614 kWh per
month, respectively.
Let’s look at the Miami customer first (see Figure 3). In January, her solar panel produced 701 kWh, so
there was an energy shortfall of 776 − 701 = 75 kWh. (We will talk about how that shortfall was handled
shortly.) In February, the panel produced 705 kWh, the shortfall was 71 kWh, and the cumulative shortfall
for the first two months was 75 + 71 = 146 kWh. In March the panel output was 887 kWh, which was
111 kWh more than usage, so the cumulative shortfall decreased to 146 − 111 = 35 kWh. April’s 890 kWh
output resulted in a surplus for the month of 114 kWh and caused the cumulative shortfall to switch to a
cumulative surplus of 79 kWh. Similar calculations for the remainder of the year show that the peak
cumulative surplus of 276 kWh was reached at the end of August and that energy shortfalls from September
through December consumed it. By the end of December, total consumption and total solar energy both
reached 9312 kWh for the year.
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Figure 3: This chart shows: (i) monthly solar output as a solid line with markers; (ii) monthly electricity demand as a
dashed line; (iii) monthly energy surplus (+) or shortfall (−) as columns; and (iv) the cumulative energy surplus or
shortfall at the end of each month as a shaded area. The chart is for the Miami electricity consumer.

Monthly or Cumulative Energy [kWh]

The Medicine Hat customer’s January electricity consumption was 614 kWh, but his solar panel output was
only 291 kWh (see Figure 4). His energy shortfall of 323 kWh was far larger than the Miami customer’s
January shortfall even though his consumption was lower. Completing the calculations for all months
shows that a minimum cumulative shortfall of 560 kWh was reached at the end of February and a maximum
cumulative surplus of 780 kWh was reached at the end of September. As we will see in the next section,
the fact that these surpluses and shortfalls are much larger than those in Miami has huge cost implications
for the Albertan. These differences between Miami and Medicine Hat are inescapable consequences of
the greater seasonal variation of solar energy at higher latitudes, and they clearly show why simply
comparing annual energy production between solar arrays in different parts of the world is meaningless.
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Figure 4: This chart is the same as Figure 3, except that it’s for the Medicine Hat customer.
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Seasonal Variations in Demand
Not only is it necessary to consider both the quantity and timing of solar energy availability when comparing
locations, it is also necessary to consider the timing of demand. The sun is, of course, a major determinant
of demand, since at low latitudes demand tends to peak on summer afternoons when air conditioners are
running and the sun is shining, while at high latitudes it tends to peak on cold winter evenings when heating
and lighting are in heavy use and the sun has set for the day. (Obviously, socioeconomic factors also play
a major role.) As we saw from the much larger surpluses and shortfalls in Medicine Hat than in Miami, the
more the time at which solar energy is available differs from the time at which the energy is needed, the
more difficult (and expensive) it becomes to use the sun as an energy source.
Because the preceding calculations assume equal electricity use in each month, whereas residential use in
Alberta is higher in the winter, the monthly and cumulative surpluses and shortfalls for Medicine Hat are
underestimates. While the calculations could be re-done with a more accurate historical consumption
profile, it will prove more interesting to consider the effect of eliminating the residential use of fossil fuels,
which green-energy advocates tell us is necessary to save the world from climate change. 13
The Proposed Conversion of Natural Gas Home Heating to Electrical Heating
Eliminating fossil fuels would require, among other things, that we convert home heating systems, water
heaters, and cooking appliances from natural gas to electricity. Since the average Alberta home uses 100 GJ
of natural gas each year, 14 the conversion would add almost 28 000 kWh per year to the average home’s
electricity consumption. The vast majority of the new demand will appear in the winter: based on residential
natural gas usage data for 2015-2019 from the Alberta Energy Regulator, 15 December and January each
account for 15% of annual gas consumption, while June, July, and August are each under 3%. These
numbers translate into roughly 4200 kWh/month of incremental electricity use in the winter and
approximately 700 kWh/month in the summer. Adding the monthly increments to the 614 kWh per month
assumed above,16 scaling up the solar array to 29 kW to rebalance the annual energy supply and demand,
and recalculating the monthly and cumulative shortfalls gives Figure 5. The cumulative shortfall now
reaches 7260 kWh, which is 13 times larger than before the conversion, while the cumulative surplus
reaches 6340 kWh, which is eight times larger than before.
There is no value in attempting a comparison between future Miami and future Medicine Hat because, as
we now know, the relative timing between availability and need is critical and both are very different in
Florida than they are in Alberta. Any comparison between southern Alberta and Rio de Janeiro, a city
whose metropolitan area contains more than 12 million people, whose population density is ~2700/km2
compared to Calgary’s 272/km2, and where per capita electricity use is 2400 kWh/year versus Canada’s
13 085 kWh, 17 would be even less useful. And while the words “Rio” and “Miami” conjure up images of
warm, sunny beaches in the minds of readers—likely as intended by the Pembina report’s authors—both
cities are subjected to heavy cloud and a lot of rain during their summers. The reference Pembina provides
to support its Rio/Miami claim is no longer available, so we cannot comment on the basis for it. In the end,
however, it is much like the one that says “this renewable plant can serve 10 000 homes:” it may be true in
a very narrow sense, but it is not true in any practical or economic sense. In the end, Pembina’s claim that
solar resources in southern Alberta are like those in Miami and Rio de Janeiro is unsupported by facts,
is irrelevant, and is (at best) misleading.
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Figure 5: This chart is the same as Figures 3 and 4 except that it’s for “future Medicine Hat,” where the residential use
of fossil fuels is assumed to have been eliminated. The anti-correlation between solar generation and electricity demand
is obvious. Caution must be used when comparing this chart to Figures 3 and 4: the vertical scales here is much different
than on the other two charts.

3. Pembina ignored the huge cost of the energy storage needed for solar generation.
Today, most consumers’ energy surpluses and shortfalls are managed through connections to their
respective power grids, which in both Florida and Alberta are supplied largely by FF generators. 18
Shortfalls are covered by importing power from the grid, while surpluses are managed by exporting power
to it. Now, let’s assume our two customers believe Pembina’s claim that solar is among the cheapest forms
of new generation and decide to try disconnecting from the grid to save money and to eliminate their own
use of fossil fuels. Let’s also assume they decide to use batteries to supply their electricity when the sun is
not shining, as many renewable energy advocates believe they can do today.
If we continue to assume a flat consumption profile for the Miami customer, her battery must be charged
to 146 kWh on January 1st to avoid having an energy shortfall (i.e., lights out) period in February. With
this initial charge, her August surplus increases to 276 + 146 = 422 kWh. Thus, she requires a solar-andbatteries system that can store 422 kWh, which is about 17 days’ worth of consumption. 19 For the Medicine
Hat customer, again using the original flat consumption profile, the battery must initially be charged to
560 kWh. It must therefore be capable of storing 560 + 780 = 1340 kWh, or about 66 day’s worth of
consumption. These numbers refute the notion that solar energy systems require only a few days’ worth
of backup storage to get through cloudy periods, and comparing the two locations further negates the claim
that solar resources in southern Alberta are equivalent to those in southern Florida.
So, what would it cost these customers to get their electricity from a solar-and-batteries system? The United
States Energy Administration produced a report titled Capital Cost and Performance Characteristic
Estimates for Utility Scale Electric Power Generating Technologies in February 2020, 20 and Table 2 therein
gives an estimate of US$423 (~C$550) per kilowatt-hour. Of course, utility-scale systems and residential
systems are not directly price-comparable, but the number is good enough for present purposes. 21 The cost
of batteries for the Miami customer would be 550 × 422 = C$232 100. (Since the cost of the solar panels
is small compared to the cost of batteries, we will assume they’re free.) If her system never needs
maintenance, if her batteries last a rather optimistic 10 years without degradation, and if she can borrow
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money at zero interest, her annual cost would be about C$23 000; dividing by 9312 kWh/year, that’s
roughly C$2.50/kWh. The Medicine Hat customer’s batteries would cost 550 × 1340 = $737 000, and under
the same assumptions his cost would be $73 700 per year or $10/kWh. This compares to the ~17 cents/kWh
($1253/year for 7368 kWh) that Alberta residential consumers spend today for electricity (including energy,
transmission, and distribution charges, administration fees, and taxes). The absurdity of this result hits
home when we realize that, since the median after-tax income in Alberta in 2019 was $72 500, most
Albertans would be unable to buy the amount of electricity they use today even if they stopped buying food.
So, Pembina’s claim that “our electricity sector has entered a new reality where renewable generation is
the most economic source of new electricity generation for the province” is categorically wrong. 22
Some readers may be suspicious of the estimate of $10/kWh for battery storage because published values
are frequently a tiny fraction of this. For example, UnderstandSolar provides an example of a battery
costing $0.37/kWh, which it calls “expensive,” and EnergyStorageMedia shows one costing $0.12/kWh.23
But these calculations assume that the number of times the battery will charge and discharge over its lifetime
will equal its cycle limit (which is the number of charge/discharge cycles expected before its storage
capacity degrades to less than 80% of original capacity), and that assumption is way off the mark in highlatitude locations. Since the explanation is somewhat detailed, it is provided in the appendix.
The already-huge mismatch between
reality and Pembina’s claim will
become even larger if a gas-toelectricity conversion is forced on
consumers.
If the Medicine Hat
customer were to convert his natural
gas consumption to electricity and
scale up his solar array to match his
annual energy demand (assuming he
has the roof space to do so), rather than
1340 kWh of storage he would need
13 600 kWh. That’s about 70% of the
storage capacity of TransAlta’s
WindCharger battery facility (shown
here under construction), 24 and it
would cost more than $7 million at the
assumed $550/kWh. But even that number is too low because we have yet to account for the batteries’
round-trip energy losses and capacity degradation over time, the electrification of transportation, or the
additional storage that would be needed in colder-than-average or cloudier-than-average years. As for the
idea that the batteries in electric vehicles can help, most personal EVs store 100 kWh or less, a miniscule
fraction of what would be needed. Figure 6 is a graphical view of the numbers we just discussed.
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Figure 6: The cost of: Alberta home electricity
and natural gas today; Miami solar & batteries
electricity today; Medicine Hat solar & batteries
electricity today; and Medicine Hat electricity
after converting from natural gas. Alberta’s
2019 median family income is shown for
comparison purposes. If we drew it at full
height, the rightmost column would reach to
about the top of the previous page.

Now, one might argue that individual consumers won’t have to provide their own energy storage because
grid-scale storage options, including alternatives to batteries, will exist. That’s true. However, Alberta’s
hydro storage potential is limited, and other options, such as compressed air energy storage, have not yet
proven to be both scalable and commercially viable. Of course, consumers must ultimately pay all costs,
including those for on-site and/or grid-scale storage, so even if storage costs ultimately come in at a tenth
of today’s battery costs, 25 none but a handful of exceptionally wealthy Alberta families would be able to
afford the amount of electricity they use today.
What about Demand Management?
On page 4 Pembina states, “Combined with other technologies such as energy storage and demand-side
management, wind and solar can contribute to a clean energy portfolio that can provide a reliable supply of
electricity to the grid at all times.” This sounds wonderful, but in the absence of much more information,
it’s a hollow statement. Would Pembina consider that we have a reliable grid if the cost of a wind, solar,
and storage power system to the average homeowner is $10/kWh, or even $1/kWh, with the demand
destruction that those prices would entail? Is using smart meters to turn off the power to tens of thousands
of homes, businesses, schools, shopping centres, seniors’ homes, and hospitals an acceptable form of
“demand management” when storage has been exhausted, the sun has set, and wind generation is producing
at just a few percent of its installed capacity?
Why is Solar Generation Being Built in Alberta?
An obvious question is, if solar generation is absurdly expensive when all costs are considered, how could
it be that solar farms are being built at a fairly rapid pace in Alberta today? As we alluded to above, there
are two main reasons. First, FF generators are still allowed to exist, and they provide the energy needed
when the sun is not shining (and/or the wind is not blowing) at a tiny fraction of the cost of batteries.
Second, both residential and commercial solar generators in Alberta are beneficiaries of massive, growing,
and mostly hidden subsidies that make solar projects economic for their owners but off-load large costs
onto consumers. We explore these points in upcoming parts of our rebuttal to Pembina.
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4. Conclusions
According to many green-energy advocates, we’re on a train to energy utopia, where we get our electricity
from gently spinning wind turbines and glistening solar panels, we drive through pristine natural spaces in
our environmentally benign electric vehicles, our homes are heated without combusting a single molecule
of methane, and every worker has a high-paying job that does not involve disturbing the planet in any way.
Since we are promised that the electricity to make all this happen will be “reliable, cheap, and clean,” it’s
an easy vision to sell to governments and voters. The problem is, it isn’t real.
In this Part A of our rebuttal, we focused on Pembina’s errors regarding solar energy. Using the example
of residential consumers in Medicine Hat and Miami, we showed the following.
1. Claims like “this solar facility can provide enough energy to serve 10 000 homes” are misleading
because having enough energy, by itself, does not lead to a reliable, year-round supply of electricity
for Alberta homes.
2. Pembina’s claims that southern Alberta solar resources are “excellent” and “equivalent to those of
Rio de Janeiro and Miami” are based on cherry-picked comparators. While solar energy is indeed
more plentiful in southern Alberta than in most of Canada, it is no better than middle-of-the-pack
when seen in a global context. Pembina could have, but for obvious reasons did not, compare
southern Alberta to Phoenix, Arizona or El Paso, Texas. In addition, the seasonal variation of solar
energy in Medicine Hat results in storage requirements that are much greater than those in Miami.
3. As we move further away from the equator, solar energy’s seasonal variation gets larger and
electricity demand tends to shift from summer-peaking to winter-peaking. In Alberta the winter
peaks will become vastly larger if consumers are forced to convert from natural gas heating to
electric heating. The changes to supply and demand that occur as we move to higher latitudes
increase the amount of storage needed to turn solar generators into reliable energy sources. In
Alberta, the needed storage is not just that required to get through a few cloudy days, but rather that
required to get through the October-to-March solar energy shortfall. This amount of battery storage
is not economically feasible for Alberta families.
In upcoming parts of our rebuttal to Pembina, we will highlight numerous other errors in its Renewable
energy—what you need to know. In Part B, we will: (i) show that adding wind generation to a solar portfolio
improves renewable-energy economics, but not by enough to make 100% renewable electricity affordable;
(ii) explore the levelized cost of electricity and show how green-energy advocates either misunderstand it
or abuse it; (iii) explain why Pembina’s analysis of how renewable generators affect electricity-market
prices misses critical points which, when properly taken into account, turn Pembina’s conclusions upside
down; and (iv) show how some of the large implicit subsidies to renewable generators arise. In the
meantime, you may wish to consider The True Cost of Wind and Solar Electricity in Alberta and Electricity
from the Sun: Reality versus Fantasy. 26
In closing this Part A, we note that there is nothing wrong with Pembina advocating for its vision of the
future. However, there is something fundamentally wrong with influencing public opinion and government
policy based on statements that are poorly researched and either misleading or false. After all, public wellbeing in the modern world, especially in often-inhospitable climates like Alberta’s, depends on a safe,
reliable, and affordable supply of electricity. In our view, documents like Pembina’s help push Alberta
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down a path that ends with unaffordable electricity and maybe even with draconian government-mandated
restrictions on energy use. We believe that Pembina has an obligation to the public to base its advocacy on
facts and complete analyses. To that end, both the Friends of Science Society and the authors of this
document welcome open, honest, and respectful debate with Pembina regarding Alberta’s energy future.
We are prepared to share all of the data (which is public anyway) and models that support the conclusions
presented in this document.
Appendix: Why the Usual Calculations Massively Underestimate $/kWh for Storage
In the main body of this document, we showed that battery storage for the Medicine Hat residential
consumer would cost about $10/kWh. That number is far higher than what is typically published. While
the published numbers would be valid if the underlying assumptions held, the assumptions do not hold in
the cases of most interest to Albertans.
According to understandsolar.com: 27
Total Lifetime Storage (kWh) = (Capacity × Depth of Discharge × Cycle Life × Voltage) / 1000
Lifetime Cost ($/kWh) = (Purchase Price) / (Total Lifetime Storage)
Let’s use, as an example, a 12 volt, 100 ampere-hour (Ah) battery with a life of 3650 cycles (one per day
for ten years, ignoring leap years) and a 100% depth of discharge. Since (12 V) × (100 Ah) = 1200 VAh =
1200 Wh = 1.2 kWh, the purchase price would be $660 if we use the same $550/kWh capital cost we used
in Section 3. The battery’s lifetime storage is (100 Ah) × (100%) × 3650 × (12 V) / 1000 = 4380 kWh, so
its lifetime cost is $660/(4380 kWh) = $0.15/kWh.28 Keep in mind this is a cost for energy storage, not
energy; batteries are net energy sinks when round-trip losses are considered.
Both $0.15/kWh and $10/kWh are correct, but under much different conditions. To demonstrate this, we
can use an example in which a constant 1 kW load is supplied by a 2 kW PV array and some batteries. We
will assume that both the array and the batteries are perfect: the array produces its maximum output
whenever the sun is up, and the batteries are lossless and can be charged and discharged at will without
affecting their performance or lifetimes. For ease of explanation, each “day” begins at sunrise.
Let’s start with the case in which the PV array receives exactly 12 hours of sunlight every day. This is a
good approximation for locations near the equator. During the day, consumption totals 12 kWh and solar
output is 24 kWh, so battery charge increases from zero to 12 kWh. During the night, solar output is zero
and consumption is again 12 kWh. The batteries make up the difference and discharge fully just in time
for the next morning’s sunrise. After 28 days, the batteries will have provided 28 × 12 = 336 kWh.
Now let’s consider a situation more like what we find in Alberta. To limit the number of calculations, let’s
assume that a year consists of four seasons, each having seven days, and that it starts on the first day of
summer. There are 16 hours of sunlight in the summer, 12 in the spring and fall, and 8 in the winter.
Batteries labelled BA through BH each have a capacity of 8 kWh, while BI has a capacity of 4 kWh. As
indicated by the empty boxes in the Day 0 column in Figure A1, the batteries are connected to the PV array
with zero charge on the last day of spring. The system works as follows.
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Day

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Charge

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Discharge

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI

Figure A1: A battery charge/discharge schedule for an idealized solar-and-battery power system. The
colours are: white, fully discharged; red, fully charged; blue, charged and then discharged; green,
charged only; gold, discharged only. At the end of each day, red and green boxes are full; blue and
yellow ones are empty.

•

•

•

•

•

•

During the 16 sunlight hours on Day 1, solar output is (2 kW) × (16 h) = 32 kWh and consumption
is (1 kW) × (16 h) = 16 kWh, so the total battery charge must increase from zero to 16 kWh. During
the 8 nighttime hours, solar output is zero and the load’s consumption is 8 kWh, so the total battery
charge must drop back to 8 kWh. These actions can be accomplished by charging BA and BB
during the day and then discharging BB at night. In Figure A1, this is shown by the green “charge
only” box in the BA row and the blue “charge then discharge” box in the BB row, both in the Day 1
column.
On Day 2, the charge/discharge cycle is the same as it was on Day 1. Since BA is already charged,
as signified by the red “charged” box in the BA row on Day 2, BB and BC charge during the day
and then BC discharges to supply the load at night.
On Day 3, the charge/discharge cycle repeats. This time, BA and BB are both full (red boxes), BC
gets charged (green box), and BD gets charged and then discharged (blue box). Days 4 through 7
are the same, and by the end of the latter, BA-BG are fully charged and BH and BI are available
for charging.
Day 8 is the first day of fall. During the first 12 hours, the PV array produces 24 kWh and
consumption is 12 kWh, so storage must increase by 12 kWh. This is accomplished by charging
BH and BI. Since the 12 daylight hours are followed by 12 nighttime hours, BH and BI must both
be discharged to supply the consumer. Days 9 through 14 follow the same pattern, and since supply
and consumption balance on each of those days, BH and BI charge and discharge each day while
BA-BG remain fully charged.
Day 15 is the first day of winter. During the first 8 hours, solar output is 16 kWh and consumption
is 8 kWh, so the charge in BH increases by 8 kWh. At night, the consumption of 16 kWh is met
by discharging BH and then BG. Since BH was charged and then discharged, its Day 15 box is
blue; since BG was only discharged, its box is a gold (discharge-only) box.
On Day 16, BG starts out empty and can absorb the 8 kWh of excess solar power during the first
eight hours. For the last 16 hours, BG and then BF are discharged. By the start of Day 21, BA is
charged but BB is not, so BB is charged to 8 kWh during the day and then it and BA are discharged
overnight. By sunrise on Day 22, the first day of spring, storage is empty.
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On Days 22 through 28, solar production and the load’s consumption are 24 kWh and 12 kWh,
respectively, during the first 12 hours. The excess 12 kWh are stored in BA and BI. All of that
stored energy is needed during the night, so both discharge (hence the blue boxes).
On Day 29, the 28-day “year” begins again.

•

•

The battery charge/discharge schedule in Figure A1 shows us several things. 29
Even though the PV arrays and the loads were the same in Alberta as at the equator, the equator
system required only 12 kWh of battery storage while the Alberta system required 68 kWh. This
is consistent with the fact that, as we saw in Section 2, more storage is needed in higher-latitude
places like Medicine Hat than lower-latitude places like Miami.
At the equator, the 12 kWh battery was charged and then discharged every day. Therefore, it used
100% of its available charge/discharge cycles and it provided 100% of its possible discharge energy
(28 days × 12 kWh/day = 336 kWh). This 100% utilization factor is implicitly assumed in the
above equations. In Alberta the discharge energy was the same 336 kWh, but the available
discharge energy from 68 kWh of storage is 28 × 68 = 1904 kWh. The Alberta batteries’ utilization
factor is therefore only 336/1904 = 18%. Figure A2 shows the relative cost of any device as a
function of its utilization factor, and at 18% it’s about six times greater than at 100% (which is
consistent with 68 kWh of storage versus 12 kWh).
Look at Day 8 in Figure A1. It is easy to see that, had we used 91-day seasons, Day 92 in an
updated version of that diagram would have 91 charged boxes (red) and 1½ charge/discharge boxes
(blue) representing 92½ × 8 = 740 kWh of storage. That’s 62 times as much storage as for the same
perfect solar array serving the same-size customer at the equator.
The charging (+) and discharging (−) volumes are +16 and −8 in the summer, +12 and −12 in the
spring and the fall, and −16 and +8 in the winter. Total battery discharge energy for a 364-day year
would be (91 × 8) + (2 × 91 × 12) + (91 × 16) = 4368 kWh (or 4380 kWh if we add one average
12 kWh day). The available discharge capacity at one cycle per day is 365 × 740 = 270 100 kWh.
Therefore discharge utilization, which was 100% at the equator, is only 1.6% in this hypothetical
Alberta. Given a purchase cost of $550/kWh × 740 kWh = $407 000 and discharge energy of 4380
kWh, the storage cost here works out to be about $93/kWh.

•

•

•

•

20
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Figure A2: The relative cost of a
device as a function of its
utilization factor, based on a cost
of 1 unit at 100% utilization.
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So what can we conclude? In high-latitude locations like Alberta, the storage required to make solar
work as a reliable energy source is vastly greater than that required to cover a few cloudy days. Those,
like Pembina, who suggest that solar-and-battery systems provide the most economic source of electricity
for Alberta are horribly and dangerously wrong.
End Notes
All of the following hyperlinks were confirmed to be valid as of June 9, 2021.
1

Renewable energy — what you need to know | Publications | Pembina Institute

2

For readers not familiar with the term, “cherry-picking” refers to highlighting data that supports one’s case while
hiding or ignoring data that does not.

3

In-the-Dark-on-Renewables-FINAL-Nov-18-2018.pdf (friendsofscience.org) As discussed there, the Blackspring
Ridge wind facility in southern Alberta consists of 166 wind turbines rated at 1.8 MW each, spread over an area
of 194 km2. In 2017 the facility produced 1014 GWh of energy, or about 5.2 GWh/km2 . Using this as a
representative areal energy density for wind, meeting North America’s 2017 primary energy consumption of 2773
Mtoe (32,249,990 GWh) would require 31,800 similar wind farms occupying 6.2 million km2, or about three
quarters of the contiguous United States. (While higher-capacity wind turbine generators are becoming more
common, the increased capacity is offset by the lower wind energy available in many places.) By comparison, the
860 MW Shepard gas-fired power plant on the outskirts of Calgary produced 5314 GWh and sits on 0.24 km2 of
land, which gives an areal energy density of about 22 000 GWh/km2, some 4200 times greater than that of
Blackspring Ridge.

4

Pembina states on page 1 that wind and solar supplied 10% of Alberta’s electricity in 2019. But in 2017 (the last
year for which Statistics Canada’s Report on Energy Supply and Demand in Canada is available), renewable and
FF electricity together accounted for just 11% of Alberta’s energy use. In other words, wind and solar in 2019
provided about 1% of Alberta’s total energy consumption.

5

These numbers imply an annual energy consumption of 6370 kWh/year. According to the Alberta Electric System
Operator, the average residential consumer uses 600 kWh/month or 7200 kWh per year.

6

https://solargis.com/file?url=download/North%20America/North-America_PVOUT_mid-sizemap_156x138mm-300dpi_v20180611.png&bucket=solargis

7

“kWp” means “kilowatts peak,” the rate at which a solar array generates power at peak performance. “kWh/kWp”
refers to the kilowatt-hours of energy produced in a year for each kW of peak-output capacity.

8

Two-axis tracking allows the solar panels to track both the north-south and east-west movements of the sun across
the sky, thereby maximizing the conversion of the available solar energy into electricity. However, two-axis arrays
are more expensive than fixed or single-axis arrays, and tracking is not applicable for rooftop installations.

9

The US National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s PVWATTS web application (PVWatts Calculator (nrel.gov))
produces a value of 8567 kWh for a PV array in Miami, assuming the default array configuration except for the
use of two-axis tracking. The corresponding value for Medicine Hat is 7363 kWh.

10

With two-axis tracking replaced by the default rooftop mount with 20° tilt, the Miami value is 6209 kWh and the
Medicine Hat value is 4914 kWh. (See the preceding endnote.)

11

https://solargis.com/file?url=download/World/World_PVOUT_mid-size-map_160x95mm300dpi_v20191015.png&bucket=globalsolaratlas.info
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12

These values come from PVWATTS. A few 1 kWh adjustments were made to the monthly values returned by
that application to make the uniform monthly demand values into whole numbers.

13

More will be said about this subject in a later part of this response to Pembina.

14

Natural Gas: A Primer (nrcan.gc.ca) states, “A rough approximation is that 100 GJs of energy – or 2,700 cubic
meters or 94,800 cubic feet of natural gas – is required to heat a new average-sized single detached home in Canada
for one year.”

15

Alberta Energy Regulator, Alberta Energy Resource Industries Monthly Statistics. ST3 (aer.ca)

16

The effect of the natural gas conversion is so large that it makes the historical seasonal variation in electricity
demand practically moot. Using the original (flat) pattern of 614 kWh/month therefore does not materially affect
the new calculations.

17

Electricity consumption per capita by country - Thematic Map - World (indexmundi.com)

18

According to United States - U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Florida’s electricity comes from coal
(15.6%), natural gas (64.0%), petroleum (1.1%), renewables (4.3%), and nuclear (15.1%).

19

This number is based on the assumption of infinitely flexible batteries with no round-trip losses. In reality, losses
of about 10% can be expected.

20

Capital Costs and Performance Characteristics for Utility Scale Power Generating Technologies (eia.gov), Table 2.

21

An internet search on June 7, 2021 provided several 12 V, 100 Ah LiFePO4 batteries in the C$650 range. Since
the storage capacity is (12 V)(100 Ah) = 1200 Wh = 1.2 kWh, that works out to be C$542/kWh. However, the
search also revealed a 1.2 kWh battery rated for cold climates for US$1055 or US$880/kWh = C$1170/kWh.
These numbers are “bare” values that do not take into account depth of discharge, inverters, installation, etc.
Another cost benchmark is provided by TransAlta’s WindCharger project (see endnote 24). The 20 MWh facility
was built for $16 million, or $800/kWh, with that cost likely including the grid connection, battery buildings, and
associated environmental controls. Tweaking battery cost estimates would not change the fact that backstopping
Alberta solar generation with batteries is economically infeasible.

22

The claim has been shown to be wrong with respect to solar generation. Later parts of this response will show that
Pembina’s claim is just as wrong with respect to wind generation and to the combination of wind and solar.

23

What Are the Best Batteries for Solar Off Grid? - Understand Solar and Calculating Energy Storage Cost The
Right Way - Energy Storage Media

24

Varcoe: TransAlta set to flip switch on Alberta's first large-scale battery storage project, using technology from
Tesla | Calgary Herald The project received a $7.7 million grant from Emissions Reduction Alberta using money
collected through the carbon dioxide levy on industrial greenhouse gas emitters.

25

The US National Renewable Energy Laboratory projects that, under a best-case scenario, battery costs will drop
to about 40% of today’s values by 2030 and to about 25% by 2050. The corresponding mid-case values are 50%
and 40%, respectively. See Cost Projections for Utility-Scale Battery Storage: 2020 Update (nrel.gov).

26

The-True-Cost-of-Wind-and-Solar-in-Alberta-FINAL-Ap-25-2021.pdf (friendsofscience.org) and Electricityfrom-the-Sun-Reality-Versus-Fantasy-3.pdf (friendsofscience.org)

27

What Are the Best Batteries for Solar Off Grid? - Understand Solar
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28

Understandsolar.com (see preceding endnote) provides the following example (verbatim):
You spent $1,000 on two 300 amp-hour, 6 volt batteries. Each of these batteries last 1,500 cycles if you limit
discharge to 50% of their capacity. You connected these in series to increase your battery system’s voltage to 12
volts. First, let’s figure out their total lifetime storage:
300 * 50% * 1500 * 12 / 1000 = 2,700 kWh of total lifetime storage.
Now, let’s figure out the cost per lifetime kWh:
$1,000 / 2,700 = $0.37 per kWh.
That’s an expensive battery, but you get the point! Having the $/kWh cost allows you to compare the costeffectiveness of any battery, regardless of technology, size, cycle life, and DoD. Yes, you should feel empowered!

29

In the real world, an optimization program might change the order in which the batteries charge and discharge.
For example, on Day 8, it could charge BH and then discharge BA. However, rearranging the charge/discharge
cycles can change neither the storage capacity required nor the amount of energy supplied by batteries over the
lifetime of the system.
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